
Legend/Key
HT = Hybrid Tea        GRA = Grandiflora      GC = Ground Cover      FL = Floribunda      SHR = Landscape Shrub      RUG = Rugosa

M = Miniature      CL = Climber      LFCL = Large Flowered Climber      ROM/rom = Romantica      POLY = Polyantha      Bolded = New Variety

Bush Roses
Name Photo. Type Height Color Frag. Description

ABBAYE DE CLUNY rom Pic. HT 4'-5' apricot yellow *** Very healthy rose with old-fashion cupped blooms

ANGEL FACE Pic. FL 3' light washed lavender * Delicately ruffled flowers add to this rose's charm

APRICOT DRIFT Pic. GC 1.5'x2.5'wide apricot Double apricot flowers; long bloom time; tough; disease resistant

BARBRA STREISAND Pic. HT 3'-5' rich lavendar w/ dark blush *** Strong citrus/rose scent; vigorous; large flowers; good for cut flowers

BARONNE DE ROTHSCHILD Pic. HT 3-4' pink *** cherry red/pink blooms with stong, spicy fragrance

BELINDA'S DREAM Pic. FL 4'-5' medium pink ** Green leaves all season; black spot resistant

BETTY BOOP Pic. FL 3'-5' yellow, broadly edges with red ** Reblooms quickly without deadheading, great in most climates,

BLACK BACCARA Pic. HT 5'-6' black red * Long lasting cut flower; unusual color; darker in cool weather

BLACK MAGIC Pic. HT 5'-7' deep, dark red * One of the deepest reds available, large blooms w/ velvety petals

BOLERO Pic. FL compact, bushy white *** Strong fragrance; good cutting rose

BONICA Pic. SHR bushy, spreading pink ** Hardy, clean, showy; apple scent; disease resistance; AARS winner

BRANDY Pic. HT med-tall,upright apricot hues * Large classically formed flowers, dark green foliage; bushy

BRICK HOUSE Pic. FL 3'-4' deep, bright red Easy care rose; produces continual clusters of blooms in the summer, Excellent disease resistance

BRONZE STAR Pic. HT 4'-5' bronze fading to apricot *** Striking color; blooms clean well; medium green foliage; large blooms

CENTENNIAL STAR Pic. HT 3-4' golden yellow w/ apricot *** Similar to 'Peace' but w/ bolder colors and fragrance, green glossy leaves

CHICAGO PEACE Pic. HT med. upright blend of phlox pink & canary yellow * Brighter & deeper toned mutation of Peace rose

CHRIS EVERT Pic. HT med., upright melon orange blushing red ** Clean plant with large double blooms; deep red new growth

CHRYSTLER IMPERIAL Pic. HT med., upright velvety dark red *** Old time AARS winner; vigorous; best in warm temperatures

COLORIFIC Pic. FL med-tall peach, coral, salmon to red * colors deepen with bloom's age; great for cutting

CORAL KNOCKOUT Pic. SHR 4 1/2' coral blooms spring-fall, coral brightens with warmer humid temperatures

DAY BREAKER Pic. FL medium, bushy yellow, pink, apricot blend * Good choice for cutting garden; dark green foliage

DORIS DAY Pic. FL med. uprt. bushy pure gold yellow *** Fruity, sweety, spicy fragrance; vigorous stems

DOUBLE DELIGHT Pic. HT 3-4' creamy-white/ red-crimson *** Eye-catching color w/ pleasant scent; outstanding!

DOUBLE KNOCKOUT Pic. SHR 3-4' x 3-4' cherry red Excellent disease resistance; small double flowers

DREAM COME TRUE Pic. GRA 5 1/2'-6 1/2' yellow blushed ruby red ** 2017 Portland Peoples Choice Award winner, blushes full ruby at finish

EARTH ANGEL Pic. FL 3' delicate pink ** Romantic old-fashioned rose w/ fully cupped blooms

EASY DOES IT Pic. FL med. rnd. bushy mango, peach, apricot blend ** Ruffled blooms; Highly disease resistant, vigorous & flowerful!

EASY GOING Pic. FL med. rounded golden peachy yellow ** Bright green foliage, golden color holds till the end, diease risistant

EASY ON THE EYES Pic. SHR 2'-3' lavender-pink with a magenta eye Continually and profusely puts out blloms

EASY SPIRIT Pic. FL 2 1/2'-4' porcelain white Disease resistant, "non-burning", lots of blooms

EASY TO PLEASE Pic. FL 4'-5' fuchsia pink w/ lighter reverse * Very good disease resistance; upright, vigorous; light clove fragrance

EBB TIDE Pic. FL med. uprt. bushy smokey deep plum/purple *** Med. double blooms; spicy clove fragrance; better established

EDITH'S DARLING Pic. SHR 1 1/2'- 2 1/2' soft apricot gold w/ lighter edge *** Old-fashioned blooms w/ a fruity apple fragrance
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EYECN. MELON LEMONADE Pic. SHR 4', bushy apricot & red rings to light pink Multi colored flowers; is susceptible to leaf spot

FIRE N' ICE Pic. HT 2'-3' red bi-tone Excellent for cutting; moderately resistant to mildew

FIREFIGHTER Pic. HT med-tall, upright dusky velvet red *** Classic long stem red roses; vigorous, bushy

FRAGRANT CLOUD Pic. HT med bushy deep coral/red *** Vigorous glossy foliage; large fragrant blooms

FRAGRANT PLUM Pic. GRA tall, upright lavender blushing purple *** Distinctive color; long stems; great for cutting

FRANCIS MEILLAND Pic. HT 6' x 3' shell pink, fade to white *** Multiple award winner; good disease resistance

FRENCH LACE Pic. FL med-tall, upright pastel apricot to cream ** Light apricot bud spiral open to classic ivory blooms

FRIDA KAHLO Pic. FL 2 1/2'-4' gold and medium red * Dark green foliage, disease resistant, novel blooms w/ scalloped petals

FULL SAIL Pic. HT med., upright bright white *** Disease resistant, strong honeysuckle fragrance; large blooms

GEORGE BURNS Pic. FL med-low, upright yellow, red, pink, cream stripes ** More yellow shows up in cooler spots; very good disease resistance

GINGERSNAP Pic. FL med, bushy yellow/ orange blend * Dazzling eye-catching ruffled flowers

GIRLS NIGHT OUT Pic. HT 5-6' dusky pink w/ lavender reverse ** Disease resisstant, long lasting blooms that are great for cutting

GOOD AS GOLD Pic. HT tall, uprt./bushy deep gold, orange, yellow ** Fragrant blooms; good disease resistance; great for cuttings

GRANDE AMORE Pic. HT 3'-4' deep red ** Exceptional disease resistance, dark green slightly glossy foliage, award winner

GRANDE DAME Pic. HT 4 1/2'- 5 1/2' saturated rose pink, bushy Double blooms, low-thorned stems, great for cut flowers

HAPPY GO LUCKY Pic. GRA med. uprt./bushy yellow ** Highly disease resistant English; long blooming period

HENRY FONDA Pic. HT 4' x 4' yellow * Vigorous and good disease resistance

HONOR Pic. HT very tall, upright crisp, bright white * Very disease resistant; huge well formed blooms

HOT COCOA Pic. FL 3-4' smokey chocolate-orange ** Large, ruffled blooms; disease resistant; 2003 AARS

ICEBERG Pic. FL med tall, bushy ice white * Extremely disease resistant; best white landscape rose

INGRID BERGMAN Pic. HT med. bushy dark red * Fully double blooms feel like fine velvet; blooms till frost

JULIA CHILD Pic. FL med. rnd., bushy butter gold *** Consistent, hardy and floriferous in all climates; disease resistant

JUST JOEY Pic. HT med., rounded delicious rich apricot *** Intoxicating fragrance and color; large ruffled flowers

KETCHUP & MUSTARD Pic. FL med. rnd. bushy red & yellow bicolor * Eye popping color; abundant blooms; tidy

KNOCKOUT Pic. SHR med, rnd. bushy cherry red * Disease free; easy care; likes the heat; 5-7 petals; AARS 2000

LAVA FLOW Pic. FL medium, upright-bushydeep, velvety red Consisten performer w/ ruffled blooms and glossy green leaves

LEGENDS Pic. HT med. tall, upright ruby red ** Huge ruffled flowers hold their color; long stems

LEMON DRIFT Pic. GC 2.5' soft, buttery yellow Great groundcover rose with open blooms

LIV TYLER rom Pic. HT 5-6', bushy coral pink *** Great for cuttings; apricot scent; quartered blooms

LIVIN' EASY Pic. FL med. rounded apricot orange blend ** Great in mass plantings; very attractive bush; repeat bloomer

LOVE & PEACE Pic. HT 4'-5' yellow bushed pink *** 2002 AARS winner; naturally vigorous; long stems, large blooms

LOVE SONG Pic. FL med. bushy clear lavender * Lasting old fashioned, ruffled blooms

LOVE'S MAGIC Pic. HT 3'-6' clear, velvet red Vulumptuous blooms with pointed buds; proven performer

MARILYN MONROE Pic. HT 4'-6' blonde apricot * Perfectly formed blooms hold up well: vigorous, disease resistant

MELLOW YELLOW Pic. HT med.-tall, upright clear pure yellow ** Holds its color; big blooms; easy to grow; vigorous

MEMORIAL DAY Pic. HT 5'-6' clear pink w/ lavender wash *** Loves hot weather, easy to grow

MIKADO Pic. HT 4'-5' coral red and yellow ** Relaxed petals, great cut rose

MISTER LINCOLN Pic. HT tall, upright velvety deep red *** A classic rose, hard to beat; vigorous plant; long stems

MOJE HAMMERBERG Pic. RU 3'-4' redish violet ** Great edible flowers; very tough rose
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MOONLIGHT ROMANTICA Pic. HT 6' light yellow *** Disease resistant, lovely blooms all summer

MODERN BLUSH Pic. SHR 3' blush pink, shading to white ** Flowers almost continuously, disease resistant

MOTHER OF PEARL Pic. GRA 4' soft salmon * Perfect shape, exceptional resistance to black spot

MUTABILIS Pic. HCHN 6'-10' yellow, to pink, to watermelon, to mahogany ** Disease resistant, unique blooms

NEIL DIAMOND Pic. HT tall, upright pink w/ white stripes *** Classic scent; vigorous growth; good for cuttings; NEW

NEPTUNE Pic. HT 4'-5' lavender w/ subtle purp. edge *** Intense sweet rose scent; clustered blooms; disease resistant

NEW ZEALAND Pic. HT 4'-5' soft, creamy pink *** Fast bloomer and very prolific for a large rose

NICOLE CAROL MILLER Pic. GRA medium, upright lavendar mauve *** Sweet scent; good disease resistance

OH MY! Pic. FL med.tall, upright deep velvet red * Long lasting clusters; disease resistant

OKLAHOMA Pic. HT med. bushy black velvet red *** Performs best with heat; big buds, graceful flowers

OLYMPIAD Pic. HT med. tall, upright spotlight red * Long lasting well formed blooms

OPENING NIGHT Pic. HT med. tall, upright true bright red * Good performer; long stems great for cutting

ORANGES ‘N’ LEMONS Pic. SHR tall arching 6’-8’ orange striped yellow ** Fountainous growth can be trained as climber

OVER THE MOON Pic. HT med. tall, upright warm apricot ** Does best established; big voluptuous blooms

PARADE DAY Pic. GRA 3'-5' intense pink spashed with white ** Rust and powdery mildew resistance, long lasting blooms when cut, fruity fragrance

PARADISE FOUND Pic. HT 5', upright lavender w/ red edge *** Great color, shape, fragrance, vigor, repeat, & vase life

PARIS D'YVES ST. LAURENT Pic. HT 4' coral pink * Long stems, last over a week when cut, cupped pink flowers

PASSIONATE KISSES Pic. FL 3'-4', bushy salmon pink Non stop blooms; good for cut flowers

PEACE Pic. HT med. bushy lemon yellow /edge pure pink *** Huge opulent blossoms; dark glossy foliage

PEACH DRIFT Pic. GC 2' golden peachy centers to soft pink petals Strong disease resistance, blooms from mid-spring to the first freeze

PEACH SWIRL Pic. HT 4'-5' swirls of peach, apricot, and creamy yellow ** Large blloms w/ long canes, great for cutting

PERFECT MOMENT Pic. HT med.,upright red & yellow blend * Disease resistant; big showy buds; long stems

PILLOW FIGHT Pic. SHR 3'-4' white * Larger leaves and larger mature habit, long blooming, seedling of Gourmet Popcorn

POPE JOHN PAUL II Pic. HT 4'-5' white *** 50 petals; shiny dark green foliage; fragrant; excellent cut flower

PRETTY LADY ROSE Pic. HT med. upright dark pink ** Compact, goes well in pots; long lasting English style blooms; looks like Downton Abbey 

PRINCESS CHARLENE DE MONACO Pic. HT 5'-5.5' light apricot to pink *** Excellent disease resistance, great for cut flowers

PUMPKIN PATCH Pic. FL 2'-3' pumpkin pie-caramel ** Stunning copper-orange blooms

PURPLE TIGER Pic. FL 3'-4' purple, lavener, and white strpe *** Beautiful varying purple spattered blooms, citrus blossom scent

QUEEN ELIZABETH Pic. GRA 6', upright pink * 3.5-4" blooms; glossy dark green foliage; long stems

RAINBOW SORBET Pic. GRA med. spreading yellow *** Great fragrance; good for cuttings

RING OF FIRE Pic. HT 5'-6' fiery redish-orange * Very pruductive plant with summer blooms 

RIO SAMBA Pic. HT medium rounded yellow w/ orange outer edge * Early to bloom; best size in cool climate; vibrant color

ROCK & ROLL Pic. GRA med., uprt. full burgundy cream striped bicolor *** Fabulous fragrance and color; good cut rose

ROSIE THE RIVETER Pic. FL 3'-4' orange gold w/ pink *** Glossy dark green foliage, old-fashioned rose w/ bright modern coloring

ROUGE ROYALE  rom Pic. HT 4'-5' raspberry red *** Strong citrus and berry fragrance, old-fashioned blooms hold well up in rain and heat

SAVANNAH Pic. HT 3' pink ** Hardy and disease resistent, performs well in high heat and humidity

SEA FOAM Pic. POLY 1.5' white Great groundcover or climbing rose

SECRET Pic. HT med, bushy cream into pink edges *** Always attractive & super fragrant; excellent cut flower; long stems

SEDONA Pic. HT 5' x 5.5', upright coral red/orange *** Large, fragrant, uniquely colored flowers
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SHIRLEY'S BOUQUET Pic. HT 3'-4' white *** Great for cutting and moon gardens

SHOWBIZ Pic. FL low, bushy, roundedred * Proven consistent performer; hardy; great in mass plantings

SPARKLE & SHINE Pic. FL med. rnd. bushy clear yellow ** Bright long lasting color; disease resistant

ST. PATRICK Pic. HT med. rounded yellow/gold shaded green * Excellent for cutting; performs best in hot weather

ST. TROPEZ Pic. FL 4' apricot orange ** Glossy green leaves w/ a sweet anise fragrance

STERLING SILVER Pic. HT med lavender *** Pink-lavender buds open to silver-lavender blooms

STRIKE IT RICH Pic. GRA med-tall golden yellow, orange pink *** Great in bouquets and landscape; disease resistant; large blooms

SUGAR MOON Pic. HT 5'-6' pure white *** Good rebloom; superior disease resistance; great cutting; vigorous

SUMMER LOVE Pic. HT med. rounded soft yellow * Large, full lasting blooms; best size in cool temps.

SUNSPRITE Pic. FL 2'-3' deep yellow *** Strong licorice fragrance, lasting yellow color

SUNSTRUCK Pic. HT 4'-6' deep yellow gold with apricot Stunning flower w/ a bright yellow 'peacock' fan on the back of its petals

SWEET MADEMOISELLE Pic. HT 5' salmon pink * Disease resistant; great sutting flowers, long blooming season

TIFFANY Pic. HT 3'-4' phlox pink w/ yellow base *** Fruity fragrance, great lanscape or cuttings rose

TOP GUN Pic. SHR 3'-4' red Tough and disease resistant shrub rose

TROPICANA Pic. HT 4'-6' coral orange ** Disease resistant spiny rose introduced on 1960

TRUMPETER Pic. FL med. low rnd. brilliant orange, scarlet * Good landscape performer; likes heat; hardy; disease resistant

TWILIGHT ZONE Pic. GRA med. rnd. spread. deep velvet purple *** Big old fashioned flowers; strong scent; remarkable color

VAVOOM Pic. FL med. low, rnd. orange ** Long lasting color; long lasting blooms; improves w/ establishment

VETERAN'S HONOR Pic. HT 4'-5' true, pure red * Huge, showstopping blossoms

VIOLET'S PRIDE Pic. FL 3'-4' lavender w/ magenta heart ** Beautiful, dense flowers w/ a grapefruit fragrance

WALKING ON SUNSHINE Pic. FL 3 1/2' buttery yellow ** Flowers mature to a soft primrose; blooms arive in waves throughout the year

WHITE KNOCKOUT Pic. SHR 3 1/2' pure white Compact white blooms with dark, glossy green leaves; formerly known as 'White Out'

WHITE MEIDILAND Pic. GC 2'x6' pure white One of the most popular white ground cover roses; disease resistant

YVES PIAGET rom Pic. HT medium pink *** Large double ruffled blooms; abundant blooms in clusters; hardy

Climbing Roses
Name Photo. Type Height Color Frag. Description

CECILE BRUNNER Pic. POLY 12'-18' pastel pink ** Small buds in clusters; mostly a spring bloomer on old wood

CLOUD 10 Pic. LFCL 7'-8' white Very full flowers that are similar to English Roses; performs more like a shrub than a climber

COLETTE Pic. ROM 8'-10' pink *** Old fashioned blooms paired w/ strong disease resistance

CRIMSON SKY Pic. LFCL 8'-12' fire engine red * Sister seedling of Red Eden; blooms earlier; non-fading flowers

DON JUAN Pic. LFCL 12'-14' velvety red *** Best of the fragrant red climbers; blooms on new & old wood

EDEN CLIMBER Pic. ROM 10' blended cream & pink * Large double blooms; old fashion, romantic look; vigorous

FOURTH OF JULY Pic. LFCL 10'-14' red striped white ** 99AARS rose winner; semi double blooms; quick to rebloom

GARDEN SUN Pic. LFCL 10'-12' bright yellow ** Blooms spring through fall on robust plant

HIGHWIRE FLYER Pic. SHR 6' hot pink Perfect for training to a fence, strong disease resistance

HONEYMOON Pic. LFCL 8'-9' creamy white blushed w/ pale pink Upright climber w/ dark green leaves and very full old-fashioned blooms

ICEBERG Pic. CL 12'-14' ice white * All great qualities of the landscape rose; blooms on old wood only

JOSEPH'S COAT Pic. LFCL 10'-12' red,pink, orange, & yellow * Very popular; blooms on new & old wood
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LAVENDER CRUSH Pic. LFCL 5'-6' grape to lavender, white reverse *** Bushy climber w/ intense citrus fragrance

NEW DAWN Pic. LFCL 18'-20' pink ** Hardy plant; abundant flowers

PEARLY GATES Pic. LFCL 10'-12' pastel pearly pink *** Free flowering; sport of 'America'

POLKA Pic. ROM 10'-12' apricot ** Old-fashioned rose that is a repeat bloomer, lovely spice and pepper fragrance

PRETTY IN PINK EDEN Pic. ROM 10'-12' deep pink ** Performs as well as its parent rose, Eden, but with more petals and more fragrance

RASPBERRY CREAM TWIRL Pic. LFCL 10'-12' bright pink and white striped Bold and consistent stripes that are visable from a distance; slight green apple scent

SALLY HOLMES Pic. SHR 6'-12' buff buds open pure white * Huge clusters of single blooms; blooms on new wood

SKY'S THE LIMIT Pic. LFCL 10'-12' pastel yellow Hardy, freeflowering, nice high climber

WHITE EDEN Pic. ROM 10'-12' white with a light peach center Dark foliage, performs just like Eden climber

ZEPHIRINE DROUHIN Pic. BRB 8’-10’ cerise pink *** Thornless canes: soft light foliage; blooms spring and fall

Miniature Roses
Name Photo. Type Height Color Frag. Description

ALL A TWITTER Pic. M med. Rounded brilliant orange * Brilliant color contrast against shiny green foliage; good in container

BRIDAL SUNBLAZE Pic. M 12"-15" soft white * Fully double, long lasting and durable in all conditions

DIAMOND EYES Pic. M 12"-18" black-purple *** Striking color w/ a strong clove spice fragrance

HOT & SASSY Pic. M 18"-24 scarlet and orange w/ smokey overlay Excellent container rose; dark green glossy foliage 

RAINBOW SUNBLAZE Pic. M 12"-18" bright yellow w/ red undertones Stunning color when in full bloom; great for containers, borders, or walkways

RAINBOW'S END Pic. M 12"-18" rounded yellow w/ red/orange blush * Bright and abundant buds; consistent performer

RED SUNBLAZE Pic. M 12"-15" red * Vigorous, upright and freely branching; great for a mini hedge

RUBY RUBY Pic. M 12" - 18" cherry red * Consistent in all climates; a profuse mound of perfectly pointed buds

STARLA Pic. M 18"-24" white Long stems, great for cutting

SWEET SUNBLAZE Pic. M 15"-18" clear pink * Unfading, fully double 2" blooms; vigorous, bushy and tall

TEXAS Pic. M 18"-24" upright bright yellow * Vigorous and well formed plant; thrives in cool weather

36" Tree Roses
Name Photo. Type Height Color Frag. Description

ANGEL FACE Pic. FL lavender blushes ruby Award winning rose w/ bright, cheery blooms

ANNA'S PROMISE Pic. GRA bicolor golden tan & pink blush Elegant blooms, green glossy foliage, spicy fruit fragrance

BARBARA STREISAND Pic. HT rich lavender blushing darker ** Deep lavender blooms open to lighter shades of purple

BEWITCHED Pic. HT cotton candy pink *** A classic pink rose; most blooms when established; best in cool weather

BRANDY Pic. HT apricot hues * Large classically formed flowers, dark green foliage; bushy

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN' Pic. HT creamy white w/ pink edges ** Improved Princess of Monaco w/ fragrance and more vigor

CH-CHING! Pic. GRA lemon yellow *** Vigorous; great fragrance; good disease resistance

CHRYSTLER IMPERIAL Pic. HT velvety dark red *** Old time AARS winner; vigorous; best in warm temperatures

DORIS DAY Pic. FL pure gold yellow *** Fruity, sweety, spicy fragrance; vigorous stems; good disease resistance

DOUBLE DELIGHT Pic. HT creamy-white/ red-crimson *** Eye-catching color w/ pleasant scent; outstanding!

EASY DOES IT Pic. FL mango, peach, apricot blend ** Ruffled blooms; Highly disease resistant, vigorous & flowerful!

EBB TIDE Pic. FL smokey deep plum/purple *** Med. double blooms; spicy clove fragrance; better established
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ELLE Pic. HT shell pink w/ yellow *** Vigorous; ideal for small garden or container; citrus, spice scent

FIREFIGHTER Pic. HT dusky velvet red *** Classic long stem red roses; vigorous, bushy

FULL SAIL Pic. HT bright white *** Surprisingly fragrant white rose; honeysuckle scent; biggest blooms during cooler temps

GOOD AS GOLD Pic. HT golden w/ red finish ** Fragrant blooms; good disease resistance; great for cuttings

ICEBERG Pic. FL ice white * Extremely disease resistant; best white landscape rose

INGRID BERGMAN Pic. HT dark red * Fully double blooms feel like fine velvet; blooms till frost

JULIA CHILD Pic. FL butter gold *** Consistent, hardy and floriferous in all climates; disease resistant

JUST JOEY Pic. HT delicious rich apricot *** Intoxicating fragrance and color; large ruffled flowers

KETCHUP & MUSTARD Pic. FL red & yellow bicolor * Eye popping color; abundant blooms; tidy

LASTING LOVE Pic. HT dusky red ** Showy blooms; powerful fragrance; good in bouquets; glossy foliage

LIV TYLER rom Pic. HT coral pink *** Great for cuttings; apricot scent

LOVE SONG Pic. FL clear lavender * Lasting old fashioned, ruffled blooms

MELLOW YELLOW Pic. HT pure, clean, clear yellow * Holds color until petals fall; deep green leaves; larger blooms in cooler temps

MEMORIAL DAY Pic. HT clear pink w/ a lavender wash ** Fragrant old-fashioned blooms that are vigorous, productive, and easy to grow

MISTER LINCOLN Pic. HT velvety deep red *** A classic rose, hard to beat; vigorous plant; long stems

NEIL DIAMOND Pic. HT pink w/ white stripes ** Produces numerous sizable flowers on long stems; vigorous upright habit; classic rose scent

NEPTUNE Pic. HT lavender w/ subtle purp. edge *** Intense sweet rose scent; clustered blooms; disease resistant

OH MY! Pic. FL deep velvet red * Long lasting clusters; disease resistant

OLYMPIAD Pic. HT classic red * Light, fruity fragrance w/ long stems; great classic red rose

OVER THE MOON Pic. HT warm apricot ** Large, velumptuous buds that open to a warm caramel color

PEACE Pic. HT lemony yellow, edged pure pink ** Long-asting double blooms, great border rose

PILLOW FIGHT Pic. HT white * Bright white flowers against deep glossy green foliage; produces lots of flowers; seedling of 'Gourmet Popcorn

PINK FLAMINGO Pic. GRA pink Compact, good for containers/small gardens; good disease resistance

POPE JOHN PAUL II Pic. HT white *** 50 petals; shiny dark green foliage; fragrant; excellent cut flower

PRETTY LADY ROSE Pic. HT dark even pink ** Spice and peony fragrance; long lasting coloration; compact habit

QUEEN MARY II Pic. HT white *** High centered buds w/ sweet rose and banana fragrance

SEXY REXY Pic. FL clear coral pink * Consistent performer in all climates; one of the most prolific producers of pink blooms

ST. PATRICK Pic. HT yellow/gold shaded green * Excellent for cutting; performs best in hot weather

SUGAR MOON Pic. HT pure white *** Good rebloom; superior disease resistance; great cutting; vigorous

TRUMPETER Pic. FL orange scarlet * Low mounding, rounded habit w/ long lasting ruffled flowers

YVES PIAGET Pic. FL pink ** Often used as a cut flower; rich fragrance; lots of blooms

24" Patio Tree Roses
Name Photo. Type Height Color Frag. Description

BOLERO Pic. FL white *** Great for cutting; disease resistant; strong fragrance of rose and tropical fruit

DORIS DAY Pic. FL pure gold yellow *** Fruity, sweety, spicy fragrance; vigorous stems; good disease resistance

DROP DEAD RED Pic. FL deep red velvet Long-lasting, velvety blooms that hold their color until the very end

EASY DOES IT Pic. FL mango, peach, apricot blend ** Ruffled blooms; Highly disease resistant, vigorous & flowerful!
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EBB TIDE Pic. FL smokey deep plum/purple *** Med. double blooms; spicy clove fragrance; better established

EDITH'S DARLING Pic. HT soft apricot gold with a lighter edge *** Blooms set bud after bud, large blooms w/ a light apple and fruity fragrance

ICEBERG Pic. FL ice white * Extremely disease resistant; best white landscape rose

JULIA CHILD Pic. FL butter gold *** Consistent, hardy and floriferous in all climates; disease resistant

KETCHUP & MUSTARD Pic. FL red & yellow bicolor * Eye popping color; abundant blooms; tidy

LOVE SONG Pic. FL clear lavender * Lasting old fashioned, ruffled blooms

OH MY! Pic. FL deep velvet red * Long lasting clusters; disease resistant

ORCHID ROMANCE Pic. dark pink w/ undertones of lavender Low maintenance rose, blooms range from medium to dark pink w/ lavender

PASSIONATE KISSES Pic. FL salmon pink * Non-stop blooms; good for cuttings

SPARKLE & SHINE Pic. FL clear yellow ** Bright long lasting color; disease resistant

SWEET DRIFT Pic. GC pink Exceptional disease resistance; great for lining pathways; has won many awards as a great groundcover rose

TRUMPETER Pic. FL brilliant orange, scarlet * Good landscape performer; likes heat; hardy; disease resistant

VAVOOM Pic. FL orange ** Long lasting color; long lasting blooms; improves w/ establishment

VIOLET'S PRIDE Pic. FL lavender w/ magenta heart ** Dense foliage that is disease resistant; grapefruit fragrance

WHITE LICORICE Pic. FL lemon chiffon to white *** Sweet lemon blossom and licorice fragrance, color changes w/ temperature

18" Miniature Tree Roses
Name Photo. Type Height Color Frag. Description

BRIDAL SUNBLAZE Pic. M soft white * Fully double blooms that are long lasting and extremely durable

COFFEE BEAN Pic. M red-orange inside, rust-orange outside * Well-formed flowers open to reveleal a bright red-orange eye; color is smokier in cold climates

CUTIE PIE Pic. M yellow w/ a light overlay of pink, pink edges Large flowers as far as miniature roses are concerned; abundant blooms; great for cutting

EDITH'S DARLING Pic. SHR soft apricot gold w/ lighter edge *** Great border rose; long lasting coloration; fresh cut apple and fruit fragrance

GOURMET POPCORN Pic. SHR white w/ yellow eyes ** Large cascading clusters of med. blooms on vigorous disease resistant shrub

LEMON DROP Pic. M lemonade yellow Old-fashioned flowers; blooms turn to a lemon meringue color as they age

RAINBOWS END Pic. M deep yellow blush to red/orange * Bright and abundant buds; consistent performer

RED SUNBLAZE Pic. M red * Great hedge rose; long bloom season; clean semi-glossy foliage

SWEET SUNBLAZE Pic. M clear pink * Produces unfading double blooms that can be up to 2" across; vigorous, bushy, and tall plant

YELLOW SUNBLAZE Pic. M yellow * Bright and abundant blooms; winter hardy; bushy yet compact plant
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